Mathematics is torn by many division lines. The most prominent of these runs between Pure and Applied Mathematics. The controversy around Bourbaki focuses on Abstract vs. Concrete. The distinction between Structural Mathematics (whose main results are t heorems and proofs) and Algori thmic fathematics (whose results are alg~rithn:s and their analysis) can
Three new trends changing the be traced back to anc1ent t1mes. There is a deep di- These division lines are not completely orthogonal to each other. In fact. often identifications are made like pure-abstract-structural-cont inuous and applied-concrete-algorithmic-discrete. Sometimes even good-pure-abstract-structural-continuous and bad-appli ed-concrete-algorithmic-discrete [15] (you may ftip some of the coordinates according to taste). But even if we don 't have 2 4 or 2 5 different sciences strong centrifugal forces are obvious. '
Should we accept this partition as a fact of life: "I am a bad pure abstract algorithmic discrete mathematician·' ? Some say that this is good enough , and one should accept the splitting of mathematics into smaller and smaller independent branches as a fact of life.
I feel that accepting this would really lead to tragic consequences, and that there is a deep unity of our science that gives it its strength and vitality. I will argue t hat recent trends in our science make these division lines more complex than they appear; that we have to do our best to bridge these gaps; and that these same new t rends may provide means to do so.
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The s ize of t he commun ity. It is a commonplace that the number of mathematical publications (along with publications in other sciences) has increased exponentially in the last 50 years. Mathematics has outgrown the small and close-knit community that it used to be. And with increasing size, the profession is becoming more diverse, more structured and more complex. Mathematicians are conservative people; I don't mean that we are right-wing (as far as I can see, we span the political spectrum just like every other profession), but we don 't push for changes: We are reluctant to spend time on anything other t han trying to prove that P -1-NP ( or the Riemann Hypothesis, or whatever problern keeps us infatuated at the moment ). So we pretend that mathematical research is as it used to be. We believe that we find all the information that might be relevant by browsing t hrough the new periodicals on the table in the library, and that if we publish a paper in an established journal, then it will reach all the people whose research might utilize our results.
But, of course , 3/4 of t he relevant periodicals are not on your table (just in t he main section 05 in the AMS subj ect classification devoted to combinatorics, more than 2500 papers are published each year in at least 10 specialized journals and countless others) . And even if one had access to all these journals, and had the t ime to read all of them, one would only be familiar with the results of a small corner of mathematics.
A !arger structure is never just a scaled-up version of t he smaller. In !arger and more complex animals an increasingly !arge fraction of the body is devoted to "overhead": The transportation of material and the coordination of the function of various parts. In !arger and more complex societies an increasingly !arge fraction of t he resources is devoted to non-productive activities like transportation and information processing. We have to reali ze and accept t hat a !arger and !arger part of our mathematical act ivity should , and wi ll , be devoted to communication.
T his is easy to observe: The number of professional visits , conferences, workshops, research instit utes is increasing fast , e-mail is used more and more. The percentage of papers wit h mult iple authors has also j umped . But probably we will reach t he p oint soon where mut ual personal contact does not provide sufficient information fiow.
T here isanother consequence of t he increase in mass : t he inevitable formation of smaller communit ies, one might say subcult ures. These seem to arise on a random basis, but then they persist and determine research directions for qui te a long time. One such subcult ure is Discrete Mathematics -Theory of Comput ing -Operations Research.
I don 't see any reason , other than cult ural, why computational complexity theory should be embraced by t he designers of discrete algorit hms , but viewed wit h grave suspicion by t he majority of designers of numerical algorit hms.
New areas of application. The t radit ional area of application of mathematics is physics; and no doubt t his area involves t he deepest mathematics and the greatest success stories . The branch of mathematics used in t hese applications is analysis, t he real hard core of mathematics.
But in t he boom of scientific research in the second half of t his cent ury, many other sciences have come to t he point where t hey need serious mathematical tools. Quite often t he t radit ional tools of analysis are not adequate.
For example, biology tries to understand t he genetic code: a gigantic task, which is the key to understanding life and , ultimately, ourselves. The genetic code is discrete: simple basic questions like finding matehing patterns, or tracing consequences of fiipping over substrings , sound more familiar to the graph t heorist t han to the researcher of different ial equations. A question about t he information content, redundancy, or stability of t he code may sound too vague to a classical mathematician but a theoretical computer scient ist will immediately see at least some tools to formalize it ( even if to find t he answer may b e too diffic ult at t he moment).
Even physics has its encounters wit h unusual discrete mathematical structures: elementary part icles, quarks and the like are very combinatorial; understanding basic models in statistical mechanics re-34 quires graph theory and probability.
Economics is a heavy user of mathematics -and much of its need is not part of t he tradit ional applied ma thematics toolbox. The success of linear programming in economics and operations research depends on condit ions of convexity and unlimited divisibility; taking indivisibilit ies into account (for example, logical decisions, or individuals) Ieads to integer progra mming and ot her combinatorial opt imization models, which are much more difficult to handle.
Finally, t here is a completely new area of applied mathematics: computer science. The development of electronic computa tion provides a vast array of well-formulated , difficult, and important mathematical problems, raised by t he study of algorit hms, data bases , formal laguages , cryptography and computer security, VLSI Iayout, and much more. Most of these have to do wit h discrete mathematics, formal logic, and probability.
Which branches of mathematics will be applicable in the near fu t ure is utterly unpredictable. Just 25 years ago questions in number theory like how many primes there are between 3 · 10 200 and 4 · 10 200 seemed to belong t o the purest, most classical and completely inapplicable mathematics; now related questions belong to t he core of mathematical cryptology and computer security.
It would seem that this diversity of applications is another cent rifugal force; but I t hink t hat, to t he contrary, it should strengthen t he fiow of informat ion across all division lines.
No field can retreat into its ivory tower and close its doors to applications; nor can any field claim to be "the" applied mathematics.
New tools: computer s. Computers , of course, are not only sources of interesting and novel mathematical problems. They also provide new tools for doing and organizing our research.
There is obviously a large varia tion in the relationship between mathema ticians and computers. Some avoid computers altogether ; others are glued to t heirs. I use t hem for e-mail and word processing like most of us; less regularly, I use t hem for experimentat ion , and for getting information t hrough t he web. I have become addicted to searching in t he Mathematical Reviews database, and I find it more and more convenient to get information by browsing through electronic journals and , perhaps even more significant ly, through home pages of other mathematicians.
Arethese uses of computers just toys or at best matters of convenience? I think not, and t hat each of t hese is going to have a profound impact on our science.
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It is easiest to see this about experimentation with Iaple, Mathematica, Matlab, or your own programs. These programs open for us a range of observations and experiments which had been inaccessible before the computer age, and which provide new data and reveal new phenomena 2 . Electronic journals and databases, home pages, and e-mail provide new ways of dissemination of results and ideas. In a sense, they reinforce the increase in the volume of research: not only are there increasingly more people doing research, but an increasingly !arge fraction of this information is available at our fingertips (and often increasingly loudly and aggressively: the etiquette of e-mail is far from solid ). But we can also use them as ways of coping with the information explosion.
At first sight, word processing just Iooks like a convenient way of writing papers. The final output of mathematical research is still a printed paper, read by others in a journal or perhaps more and more from a manuscript printed out in their office. But slowly many features of electronic versions become available that are uperior to the usual printed papers: Hyperlinks, colored figures and illustrations, animations and the like. A mathematical paper is almost never read in a strictly linear fashion: one jumps back to refresh a definition, jumps ahead to see how a certain Iemma is applied, skips proofs at first reading, returns repeatedly to check how t he arguments work on a certain example -this is more reminescent of browsing the internet than of reading a novel. And if a document is not read in a linear way, why write it in a linear way? I wi ll not discuss here the opportunities (and traps) provided by these features of electronic publication; but it is quite probable that they will gradually transform the way we write papers; and possibly through this also the way we do research.
N ew forms of mathematical activity
The traditional2500 year old paradigm of mathematical research is defining notions, stating theorems and proving them. Perhaps less recognized, but almost this old , is algorithm design (think of the Euclidean Algorithm or Newton's Method). While different, these two ways of doing mathematics are strongly interconnected (see [1 7] ). It is also obvious that computers have increased the visibility and respectability of algorithm design substantially.
However, as a consequence of the increase in the size of the research community, t his paradigm must be enriched by new forms of scientific achievement. These may include writing good exposit ians and surveys, formulating problems and conjectures, compiling examples, experimenting and reporting the results. Let me comment on the first two of these.
S u rveys .
The most serious threat to the unity of mathematics is the sheer size of mathematical research. No one can read even a tiny fraction of new research papers.
One solut ion to this problern is the creation of an activity that deals with the secondary processing of research results. For lack of a better word. I'll call t his expository writing, although I'd like to consider it rnore as a form of mathematical research than as a form of writing: finding the ramifications of a result, its connections with results in other fields , explaining, perhaps translating it for people coming from a different subculture.
The community has invented this activity already: There is more and more demand for expositions, surveys, minicourses, handbooks and encyclopedias. Many conferences are mostly or exclusively devoted to survey-type talks; publishers much prefer volurnes of survey articles to volumes of research papers.
We organize the International Congress every 4 years ( and many other regional meetings of the same kind). While some mathematicians feel that the Congress is worthless ( and i t is if you consider i t as a big research conference), people in other fields envy us for i t . It is a great asset if used for maintaining the unity of our field , as a forum for giving surveys, expositians of the most important new results and new areas and methods of applications.
Yet we all feel reluctance towards accepting expository and survey writing as scientific achievement. There is often a reservation about somebody's writing an exposition of somebody else's new result (I personally feel that this activity should be encouraged instead). If, as suggested, writing expositians should become a highly regarded research activity, one has to find ways of evaluating it. How should surveys fit into our picture of achievements, including jobs, promotions, grants?
We know litt le about the criteria for a good rnathematical survey. We don 't have a good formal criterion marking a good theorern, either. However, there are some reasonably exact necessary condi tions ( the theorern should be new , non-trivial, and correct), and t he community tends to agree on other criteria that are more difficult to formalize like interest and significance.
Can a survey, or part of it, be counted as a mathematical result? In some rare cases, t he answer may be "yes" . A survey making t he fi rst connection between two seemingly unrelated areas , or first pointing out some novel applications of a par t icular t heorem, may be cited later just as a theorem would be. But I would not put t his as t he main criterion for surveys.
Let me propose a radical idea: Let us evaluate surveys in the way humani t ies evaluate t heir achievements. 'vVe tend to look down upon t hese areas as .. soft" . and believe t hat (in contrast to our own "hard and exact'. science) success is a matter of luck or, worse. good abili ties in self-promotion. Clearly this feeling is far from t he t ruth , and humanities have their own ways of recognizing excellence in intellect ual achievements. We could only gain by learning how to do t his wit hout our more direct criteria .
Our science could only gain by adapt ing more of t he methods from t he vast t reasury of human t hought into our own pursuit of knowledge.
P roblems and conjectures .
In a small community. everybody knows what t he main problems are. But in a community of 100,000 people, problems have to be identified and stated in a precise way. P oorly stated problems lead to boring, irrelevant results . T his elevates the formulation of conjectures to the ran k of research results. Conj ecturing became an ar t in t he hands of t he late P aul Erdös, who formulated more conj ectures t han perhaps all mathematicians before him put together. He considered his conj ect ures as part of his mathematical ceuvre as much as his t heorems. One of my most prized memories is t he following comment from him: "I never envied a t heorem from anybody; but I envy you for t his conjecture. ·· Of course, wit h conjectures we run into t he same diffi culty as wit h surveys: It is difficult to formulat e what makes a good conj ecture. And indeed , there is a lot of controversy around t he style of Erdös's conjectures . It is easy to agree that if a conj ecture is good , one expects t hat its resolution should advance our knowledge substantially. Many mathema ticians feel t hat t his is t he case when we can clearly see t he place of t he conj ecture, and its probable solut ion , in t he building of mathematics; but t here are conject ures so surprising, so ut terly inaccessible by current methods, that t heir resolution m ust bring something new -we just don 't know where.
Another source of conj ectures is experimental mathematics, made possible by computers. Among t he many examples of t his, let me ment ion t he most systematic: The graph-t heoretic conjecture-generating program GRAFFITI by Fajt lowicz [10] . I was very do ubtful about a computer raising conj ectures until I got fascinated by one of t hem , which t urned out to relate to a key question in communication complexity t heory. 3 How to do t hese experiments properly, how to report their results , how to incorporate them in our science: This is a real challenge. I have already suggested t hat we should learn from t he humanit ies the proper ways of cond ucting and evaluating expository writ ing; let me add that we should look at the experimenta l sciences for answers to these questions.
Discrete and continuous
The most intrinsic among the division lines is discrete vs. continuous, because it involves basic struct ures and methods of our science. In t his last section , which necessarily gets a bit more technical, I put fort h some examples demonstrating how much we could lose if we let this chasm grow wider , and how much we can gain by building bridges over it .
Infinite t o finite .
It is perhaps unnecessary to argue t hat discrete and cont inuous mathematics complement each other and t hat each ut ilizes methods and tools from t he other. We use t he finite to approximate t he infinite. To discretize a complicated cont inuous structure has always been a basic methodfrom t he defini t ion of t he Riemann integral t hrough triangulating a manifold in (say) homology t heory to numerically solving a partial differential equation on a grid.
In spi te of this, I feel t hat the status of applications of discrete mathematical methods in cont inuous mathematics is less than satisfactory. P erhaps combinatori cs has not yet reached t he dept h and power of analysis or algebra. P erhaps part of t he reasons is cultural: A discrete mathematician is more likely to have studied Galois Theory or t he Borsuk-Ulam T heorem than a "classical" mathematician , say, Ra msey Theory or the Max-Flow-Min-Cut Theorem .
Finite to infinite . lt is a slight ly more subt le thought that t he infinite is often (or perhaps always?) an approximation of the large finite. Cont inuous structures are often cleaner , more symmetric, and richer than t heir discret e counterparts (for example, a planar grid has a much smaller degree of symmet ry than t he whole euclidean plane) . It is a natural and powerful method to study discrete structures by ··embedding" them in the continuous world. A classical example is t he use of generating functions (with a continuous variable) to analyze t he structure of a sequence. But there are many other important examples. Methods from algebraic topology have been used to prove purely combinatorial statements (see [4] for a survey).
The leading theme in combinatorial optimization in the 60's and 70 's was the application of techniques of linear programming to combinatorics. It is quite easy to formulate the most important combinatorial optimization problems as linear programs with integrality conditions, and it is quite easy to solve t hese, if we disregard the integrali ty conditions; the game is to find ways to write up these linear programs in such a way that disregarding integrality condit ions is justified.
The power of tools from elsewhere. To support my plea for the unity of mathematics, Iet me discuss one recent development in the theory of algorithms. My tarting example is a simple algorithmic problern in graph theory: Given a (finite) graph G, find a partition of its node set into two classes so that the number of edges connecting the two classes is as !arge as possible. (In spite of its simplicity, t his is a rather important problem; see the monograph of Deza and Laurent [7] for a description of its far-reaching Connections.)
Unfortunately, this problern is NP-hard. If you are not familiar with this basic notion of complexity theory, it means roughly that t here is no efficient (polynomial time) way to find the best partition (at least subject to the hypothesis t hat P ::/ ::. NP). We must settle for less: Say, to find an approximately optimal partition.
It is very easy to find a partition where at least half of the edges go across; this was first observed by Erdös in the 60 's in a different context. Since no partition can pick up more than all edges, this gives an approximate solution that achieves at least 50% of the optimum .
Can we do better? This really innocent question remained unanswered until fairly recently, almost simultaneously, two important results were obtained: Goemans and Williamson [13] gave an efficient approximation algorithm that gets within 13% of the optimum; and building on a series of weaker results, Hastad [14] proved that no efficient (polynomial t ime) approximation algorithm whatever can do better than 6%. This is a surprisingly small gap for this kind of problern , but from our point of view , it is more important that both results depend on tools that come from
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quite unexpected places (and also that are applicable to a number of similar problems) .
The negative result is one of several lower bounds on approximability of various optima, proved by similar means. The first of t hese proofs [9] was an applicat ion of a result [3] in the theory of interactive proof systems, a very interesting, but at first sight, quite specialized area in complexity theory. Later improvements revealed that the most important mathematical construction in the proof is an error-correcting code obtained by algebraic methods.
The algorithm itself depends on another line of previous results based on connections between distant areas. The key step is the use of semidefinite optimization, which is an extension of linear programming, building heavily on the spectral theory of Symmetrie matrices. Again, this is not an isolated result; the use of semidefinite optimization ( combined with randomized algorithms) has been very successful in the design of approximation algorithms.
Probability. This brings me to a topic that seems to bridge most of t he division lines in mathematics. The importance of probabilistic methods in combinatorics, graph t heory, and the theory of algorithms is exploding. Beside their traditional use in MonteCario methods in integration and simulation, randomized algorithms are used for counting, exact and approximate optimization, primality testing, and one could go on.
In non-algorithmic graph theory, the probabilistic method was first introduced in t he 50's by Erdös [2] . As a method for showing t he existence of objects (graphs, or colarings of a given graph, etc.), it is now basic and extremely powerful. Probability enters proofs of theorems whose statement has nothing to do with probability.
The role of probability is cer tainly not restricted to combinatorics and graph theory: J ust let me mention sieve methods in prime number theory, or the explanation of turbulence in terms of statistical mechanics [8] .
Deeper unity. Probability theory is only one illustration of t he unity in mathematics that goes deeper than just using tools from other branches. Many of the basic questions are not a priori discrete or continuous in nature -t hey can be modelled as discrete problems, or continous problems.
In the last years, I have worked on sampling algori t hms ( algori t hms generating a uniformly distributed random element from a set that is !arge and often only implicitly described). This question Ieads to estimating the mixing time of Markov chains (the number of steps before t he chain becomes essent ially stationary). From t he point of view of this application, it is natural to consider fini te Markov chains -a computation in a computer is necessarily fi nite. But in t he analysis, it depends on t he part icular application whether one prefers to use a fi nite , or a general measurable, state space. All the essential ( and very interesting) connections t hat have been discovered hold in both models. In fact, t he general mathematical issue is dispersion: We might be interested in dispersion of heat in a material, or dispersion of probability during a random walk, or many other related questions. T here is always a Laplacian operator t hat describes one step of t he dispersion. T he speed of t he dispersion is governed by t he spectral gap of t he Laplacian; but if information about the spectral gap if not available, one can also relate t he dispersion speed to isoperimetric inequalities in the state space. To establish isoperimetric inequalit ies, one most often constructs ( explicit ly or implicit ly) multicommodity fiows. (I have been mixing language coming from the classical study of t he heat equation wit h t hat coming from graph theory; t his has been intent ional. See Chung [5] for an exposit ion of some of these connections.) My second example is more vague. I star t with probably the most important series of results in graph t heory in the last decade or two, t he Graph Minor Theory developed mainly by Robertson and Seymour. Recall Kuratowski 's classical theorem : A graph can be embedded in t he plane if and only if it does not contain two specific graphs (the complete graph K5 and the complete bipart ite graph K3,3) . The notion of containment can be defined here in several different but equivalent ways; Iet us settle on "containment as a minor" , which means t he following: H is a minor of G if it can be obtained from G by deleting edges and nodes, and contracting some edges to single nodes. T he class of planar graphs (just like the class of graphs embeddable in any other fixed surface) is closed under taking of minors. It is clear t herefore t hat t his class can be characterized by excluded minors (j ust Iist all minor-minimal non-planar graphs) . T he point in Kuratowski 's Theorem is to show that t his set of excluded minors consists of two graphs only.
Wagner fo rmulated the daring conj ecture in t he 30's t hat every class of graphs that is closed under taking of minors can be charact erized by a finite list of excluded minors. The cent ral result in the RobertsonSeymour t heory is t he proof of t his conj ecture. However, what I would like to comment on is an "auxiliary" result , which describes, in a sense, !arge graphs not containing a fixed graph H as a minor. Informally. it says t hat every such graph can be con-38 structed in t he following way: Take an arbitrarily !arge graph embedded in a surface with bounded genus; add edges connecting nodes on t he same face at bounded distance; add a bounded number of fu rt her nodes; and glue together such graphs along bounded sets of nodes in a tree-like fashion. Here, "bounded" means a bound depending on t he graph H but nothing eise.
In an even vaguer way, this resul t says t hat every huge graph not containing a fixed minor is a onedimensional arrangement of two-dimensional pieces.
We can see t he beginnings of a "global" theory of graphs ernerging here: What does a huge graph Iook like? What hidden structures can be identified in this seemingly unstructured universe? P robably t here is a more general t heory, ident ifying 3-dimensional, 4-dimensional etc. structures in !arge graphs. But t he formidable difficulties in t he Robertson-Seymour t heory (stretching over 19 papers now; see [19] as t he last published piece) warn us t hat such a t heory will not be easy to establish. Recent ly I learned about t he work of David and Semmes [6] , and I could not help noticing some analogy with the Robertson-Seymour t heory. T hey give a decomposit ion of a "reasonable" metric space into pieces of different dimension on different scales. Is t here more to t his analogy? But speaking of "global" graph t heory brings other important results t o mind . The Regularity Lemma of Szemen §di states t hat every huge graph can be "decomposed" into a bounded number of pieces t hat Iook "random" ( t he number of pieces depends on t he error in approximating randomness; an exact statement would t ake too much preparation again). Recent ly, a flow of excit ing applications of t his basic Iemma emerged ; see [16] for a survey. Does Szemen §di 's Iemma have a more general sett ing? An indication may be t he recent work of Frieze and Ka1man [12] , showing a connection between Szemen §di 's Lemma and low-rank approximation of matrices. There is no natural way to divide mathematics , but serious communication gaps can arise unless we reali ze t hat we have to pay for avoiding t hem: Pay not only with with organizational effort but also with research t ime devoted to exposit ory writ ing and reading those expositions, to popularizing mathematics and to listening to mathematical problems from various areas of applications.
